Securebox: a multibiopsy sample container for specimen identification and transport.
To describe an original multicompartment disposable container for tissue surgical specimens or serial biopsy samples (Securebox). The increasing number of pathology samples from a single patient required for an accurate diagnosis led us to design and manufacture a unique container with 4 boxes; in each box 1 or more biopsy samples can be lodged. A magnification lens on a convex segment of the plastic framework allows inspection of macroscopic details of the recovered specimens. We investigated 400 randomly selected cases (compared with 400 controls) who underwent multiple biopsies from January 2006 to January 2007 to evaluate compliance with the new procedure and detect errors resulting from missing some of the multiple specimens or to technical mistakes during the procedure or delivery that might have compromised the final diagnosis. Using our Securebox, the percentage of oatients whose diagnosis failed or could not be reached was O.5% compared to 4% with the traditional method (p = 0.0012). Moreover, the percentage of medical and nursing staff who were satisfied with the Securebox compared to the traditional methodwas 85% vs. 15%, respectively (p < 0.0001). The average number of days spent bto reach a proper diagnosis based on the usage of the Securebox was 3.38 +/- 1.16 SD compared to 6.76 +/- 0.52 SD with the traditional method (p < 0.0001). The compact Securebox makes it safer and easier to introduce the specimens and to ship them to the pathology laboratories, reducing the risk of error.